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1. Introduction

1.1 Executive summary

During the first semester of the project, a market survey has been conducted in key market area (Italy,

Finland, Israel) in order to identify a number of telecom towers installed, feature and dimension and costs

of the power sources associated to telecom installations; additionally the market research has been

extended worldwide searching on the web public market reports suitable to the scope of the task. The

result of this preliminary analysis has been used to extend the identification of the size of the market

globally. The worldwide population and its growth trend have been utilized as key drivers to estimate the

number of telecom tower in 267 countries of 6 continents (Europe, Africa, Asia, North America, South

America, Oceania).  Public database with cost of fuel, cost of electric energy, cost of current VRLA batteries

has been utilized to finally estimate, with the support of the Techno-economical analysis tool (TEA Tool),

the Market Size (Total Available Market) of energy cost for power generation and backup power in which

PEMBeyond technology can be competitively offered within a typical payback period (i.e. 3 year time).

The exercise of identification of Served Available Market continued during the project, based on the actual

cost of the Bill of Materials defined for the components of  PEMBeyond Fuel Cell System Technologies.

WP8.1 and WP8.2 tasks have been focused on the analysis of the attractiveness of PEMBeyond technology

and the development of techno-economic tool (TEA tool). Within the final WP8.3 the TEA tool has been

progressively improved and it has been consequently utilized to simulate a variety of the scenarios based

on the configuration of the first industrial prototype. This Task has been executed in parallel during the

construction phase of the PEMBeyond subsystems.

The result of the techno-economic simulation has been utilized to deliver recommendations to reduce the

overall cost of prototype and select strategies that make OPEX lowest as possible.  Reduction of

components, use of predictive control strategies, virtual measurements, on-line diagnostic procedures and

improved power electronics are the main area of optimization partially introduced in the PEMBeyond

industrial prototype and foreseen in the series production (500 units scenario analysis). Following the

breakdown cost analysis of the optimized industrial PEMBeyond prototype and the consequent breakdown

cost analysis of the 500 units series production scenario, the TEA tool has enabled to evaluate overall

economic performance of PEMBeyond hybrid fuel cell system in relation to diesel generator, flow batteries

and DMFC.

The potential market by area served with the PEMBeyond technology developed within the project @ 500

units, has been identified. This document describes the size of market by country, by year and also it
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provides an estimation of the Served Available Market for PEMBeyond Fuel Cell System Technologies based

on the target CAPEX costs (3.300 Euro/kWinstalled  @>500 units & 5 kW) and actual CAPEX costs.

This study demonstrates that Reformed Ethanol Hybrid Fuel Cell System (RE-HFCS) is a competitive

technology due to lower OPEX than DG. In addition RE-HFCS can contribute to establish a new business and

societal opportunity by creating jobs for rural communities. The use of crude bioethanol would reduce

issues related to diesel fuel logistic and transportation:  if crude bioethanol would be produced locally, it

could contribute to establish a local sustainable economy around the cultivation and production of crops.

1.2 Typical telecom tower

This chapter describes the typical telecom tower layout and the configuration of the
energy system.

In a typical cell tower, the power demand is determined by the number of base transceiver stations (BTS)

housed within it. The power demand ranges from 1 kW to 8.5 kW where many of these configurations have

a power size less than 3.5 kW. A BTS should be continuously powered; a power outage could cause a severe

damage to the entire telecommunication network.  In order to ensure power availability of more than

99.95%, tower owners backup the electrical grid with a combination of batteries and diesel generator. At

most sites the tower owners install  diesel generators of 10kVA to 15kVA capacity and supplement it with

battery banks of 300Ahr to 900Ahr capacities. The diesel generator and battery configurations are decided

based on the power outage pattern, equipment at site, geographical location and optimal CAPEX and OPEX

economics per supply at the telecom tower.

When the power from the electrical grid is available, the Power Interface Unit selects the best phase of the

3 phase electrical grid and provides power to the rectifier or switched mode power supply (SMPS). The SMPS

converts the 220 VAC to -48 VDC (in some cases to 24 VDC) providing power to the telecom tower equipment

and additionally, to charge the batteries. When the power from the grid is interrupted, the Energy

Management Unit sends a signal to the diesel generator to turn on and the diesel generator goes on line in

a few minutes. It supports the entire power requirement at the site. During the transition of supply from the

electricity grid to the diesel generator, the batteries provide the power required by the telecommunication

equipment at the tower and ensure uninterrupted operation of the telecom site. Tower owners may use

various strategies on how the transition from electrical grid through batteries to DG works.

2. The Technical Economic Analysis Tool

This chapter provides a detailed overview of the technical economic analysis tool, the approach utilized
to  identify the available market, the input variables of the simulators and related output. A cost
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breakdown structure of PEMBeyond hybrid fuel cell system powered by crude  bioethanol  is finally
introduced.

The TEA Tool has been designed to enable a quick and easy analysis of a variety of scenarios in order to

evaluate the potential opportunities to diffuse worldwide PEMBeyond technologies to power Telecom

Towers.

It allows to analyze scenarios of utilization of PEMBeyond FC systems as backup power unit as well as energy

system stand alone or in combination with batteries and renewable energy systems. In this paragraph all the

input/output variables will be described.

Market Size is the key variable used within the market research to correlate the dimension of the market

with the opportunity to serve with PEMBeyond technology.

The Market Size has been identified in terms of Total Available Market (TAM); TAM has been defined both

as the total number of installation as well as in currency (Euro) without considering the effects of

inflation/deflation (constant values). A second variable used to identify the market opportunities has been

the size of the Served Available Market (SAM) defined both in terms of currency (Euro) without considering

the effects of inflation/deflation (Constant values) as well as in terms of units (Telecom Towers in which

PEMBeyond energy system is convenient to apply). SAM has been used to measure the amount of installed

telecom tower worldwide in which PEMBeyond technologies can be offered, as their costs are lower than

actual technologies.

The geographical area considered within the TEA Tools is worldwide.

The values of TAM and SAM have been identified worldwide in 267 countries, 6 continents (Europe, Africa,

Asia, North America, South America, Oceania). In order to identify TAM values by countries, two  “precursors”

have been utilized. The first is: the Total size of population by major area, region and country considering the

“Instant Replacement Model” issued by United Nation (Revision 2012); this projection has been considered

being an intermediate model of world growth population models proposed by UN. The second “precursor

parameter” utilized is the ratio Population/Telecom Tower which enables to convert the population into the

units of installed telecom tower.

The worldwide number of Telecom Tower has been verified with several market studies and directly with key

operators of Italy, Finland and Israel. This approach has allowed to estimate accurately the overall number

of Telecom Tower displaced in the world for all the 267 countries.

The TAM in constant value of currency (Euro) has been measured in term of the total cost of ownership of

the telecom’s mix of installation in each country in the period of  the lifetime.
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Further additional technical and economical variables have been introduced to define a comprehensive

model of actual installed mix of energy systems (grid-connected, off-grid) in each country and define the

principal variables. The first group of technical variables are listed hereafter:

Lifetime of the installation of the telecom towers is used in order to calculate the overall costs of ownership

in term of CAPEX   as well as OPEX.

Average Power Loads is the nominal average power of the typical telecom tower/BTS in each country. Backup

power loads is the nominal average of a back bridging power unit of the telecom tower/BTS in each country.

This parameter by default has been considered equal to the average back up power (Standard Scenario).

Backup runtime is the average runtime to be fulfilled by a bridging power unit (typically a Lead Acid or Lithium

backup battery) It has been assumed a yearly energy outage. Therefore the Backup Energy is the bridging

power requested during the backup runtime.

Fuel Efficiency as ratio of the electrical energy generated by a certain DG and chemical energy of the fuel.

The Volumetric Energy Density (chemical energy in one liter of fuel) and Fuel Efficiency have been utilized to

calculate the average Cost of Energy of Fuel (Diesel vs Bioethanol) consumed by the generator.

A certain group of parameters has been utilized to model energy systems in different countries. The Power

Grid Factor is the percentage of energy purchased by the utility to power the loads of the Telecom Towers,

the Power Local Generator Factor is the percentage of energy produced by the DG or PEMBeyond Fuel Cell

System in addition to the bridging unit.

Power Factor of RES-BESS systems is considering a percentage of energy generated locally by a renewable

energy system combined with a battery energy storage system.

Therefore it is assumed that the generator (DG/PEMBeyond FCS) runs if grid as well as the RES system are

not available. Two energy systems scenarios per each country has been considered and measured. The Share

of grid-on installation/ share of grid-off installation is the parameter adopted to simulate a certain mix of

energy systems.  Last part of parameters are economical.

Cost of Electric Energy is cost of energy purchased by the utility in each country.

A breakdown cost structure of the fuel by country has been introduced as follow. Cost of Fuel is the cost per

liter of diesel used by a backup ICE generator.

Cost of Fuel Services is the additional average cost for the transportation of the fuel to the telecom tower

and other related services (local patrol services). This is the most relevant part of the fuel cost. The Total cost

of the Fuel is therefore the sum of the above costs. In off-grid contests, - where a DG has to operate 24/7 or

grid-tie with frequent outages, the cost of fuel heavily impacts the L-COE .
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Capex cost of backup is the Average Capital Expenditure Costs of the bridging backup power units.

Capex costs of Primary Generators is the Average Capital Expenditure Costs of  DG or RE-HFCS (procurement,

installation, commissioning costs) as well as the Capex of RES-BESS  measures the initial cost of the RES with

battery storage system. Operating costs has been evaluated (Opex of backup, Opex of Generators)

considering the yearly Operational (cost of the Fuel) and Maintenance cost for the generators during their

lifetime.

Average Years Replacements of generators as well as average years replacements backup bridging systems

has been identified and calculated.

Net presents Costs is the total cost of ownership which includes all the initial capital cost (Capex) and the

Operation and Maintenance Costs (Opex).

Another complementary measured variable is the Total Cost of Energy, which is a synthetic parameter that

provides the Total cost of Ownership in term of kWh utilized by the Telecom Tower during its lifetime.

TAM - in constant values, is measured as overall Net presents Costs for all the installations in a country.  SAM

- in constant values is measured as a subset of TAM. SAM is the portion of TAM related to the  situation

where the Net presents Costs of RE-HFCS are lower than Net presents Costs of DGs.

The Market Share to introduce RE-HFCS is calculated as ration between SAM and TAM.

The Trend of TAM, SAM and Market Share including OPEX as well excluding OPEX  in the period 2014 – 2020

can be finally measured. Several charts are also available to show the correlation among the key variables:

SAM vs. TAM by years; Number of installation by continents; SAM vs. TAM by continents.

2.1 Cost breakdown structure of PEMBeyond Hybrid Fuel Cell System powered by crude
bioethanol

During the realization of RE-HFCS, PEMBeyond’s participants have given for each subsystem (FCS, PSA,

Reformer, Fuel Cleaner, Integrated System) a  Bill of Material with the associated direct costs and the related

material/component list by filling a BOM Template Form worksheet (BTF).

Data have been collected by several iteration rounds throughout the project as system design process went

on. A further cost projection has been estimated for quantities above 500 units.

The cost  reduction from the Industrial  prototype to  the cost  for  the 500 series  is  due to  the removal  of

unnecessary components due to the optimization of the construction in the industrialization phase, the

discount for procurement of large quantities, production of the remaining components is quantities and the

deployment of optimized practices of the assembly and in-line quality control procedures.
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This report describes the cost breakdown structure of PEMBeyond Hybrid Fuel Cell System powered by crude

bioethanol with the data delivered by the participants until November 2016.

The main BOM is divided in the following sub-systems: BOP System Integration, Fuel Processor, PSA, Fuel Cell

System (including FC BoP and FC Stack). The following chart describe the actual cost of the component of

each subsystem and it deliver an estimation of the RE-HFCS system costs following the industrialization

process.

An estimation of the cost reduction is derived by the system optimization and reduction of the part of each

subsystem, experience curve and discount rate due to the procurements of components and materials in

large quantity.

The breakdown structure described in the following chart, includes variable cost of the material and

components, warranty, product liability, gross margin. Labor costs, other indirect variable costs (i.e. renting,

electric energy, disposable material, other costs material related to the development of prototypes, banks

loans costs) and indirect fixed costs (research, tests, marketing communication, etc…) are not considered.

Figure 1  Percentage cost breakdown structure of RE-HFCS of the industrial prototypes and pre-series updated at Nov 2016
(@500 units).
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A key source of costs for the RE-HFCS is related to the so-called BOP for the whole System Integration, which

includes all the auxiliaries, mechanical enclosure, upper level of Instrumentation and Control that are

necessary to integrate the FCS with the reformer and PSA.

The second source of direct cost is FCS, which also includes the FC Stack. A relevant potential cost reduction

with a further integration of the FCS with the complete BOP System (which represent 84% of the overall

costs) is foresees for the control, instrumentation and mechanical enclosure. In the following paragraph, it is

described the structure of the cost of these subsystem and the main foreseen action that can contribute to

downsize this subsystem.  PSA and Fuel Processors are the last part of the cost structure.

Figure  2 Industrialization Overall costs

As shown in the above graph, the overall cost can drop down of 65% compared to the prototype cost during

the industrialization phase.

The expected unit cost for the overall RE-HFCS (including warranty, product liability, gross marking) is 4.700

Euro / kWinstalled.

Although this cost does not match the target 3.300 Euro /kW, the overall Total cost of Ownership of this

technology allows capturing a considerable portion of the available market in many different scenarios.
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This study will provide the result of simulations in a wide range of condition to demonstrate this statement.

Additionally this cost representation does not consider other relevant environmental impact such as

reduction of noise, reduction of environmental emission C02, NOx, particulates.

However, these impacts will be deeply analyzed and described during the LCA study.

BOP of Complete System Integration

The  actual  industrial  prototype  of  the  RE-HFCS  includes  interfaces  to  Reformer,  PSA,  Fuel  Cell  System,

Hydrogen Tank and a control & instrumentation layer.

The overall  enclosure of the entire RE-HFCS is also included in the BOM. This is the main cost of the BOP

Complete System.  The second source of cost are the Control & Instrumentations followed by the Hydrogen

tank and the related safety sensors.

Figure  3 Percentage cost breakdown structure of the Complete System Integration

During next industrialization phase, a 55% of overall reduction of the actual cost is foreseen for the following

parts:

- Instrumentation and Control (this subsystem can be integrated with the FCS)
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- H2 tanks cost reduction (the actual cost can be reduced due to purchase volume effect)

- Condenser price reduction (the actual cost can be reduced due to purchase volume effect)

- Container replaced with cabinet of FCS System

3. Sensitivity Analysis

This chapter is dedicated to a variety of sensitivity analysis. The market penetration of PEMBeyond

technology, in relation to the duration of backup, is analyzed in grid-tie scenarios with hybrid system and

battery back-up. This chapter also provides a competitive technology among PEMBeyond hybrid fuel cell,

direct methanol fuel cell and solid oxide fuel cell.

3.1 Introduction

Although initial cost (CAPEX) of RE-HFCS, after the industrialization and volume production series is estimated

to be higher than traditional DG costs, OPEX costs are in favor of RE-HFCS technology.  Among different OPEX

categories, maintenance costs represent  the  category  which  enables  to  keep competitive FC technology

against DGs.

TEA Tool has been used to conduct a variety of simulations among the most significant scenarios by tuning

key input parameters (i.e. power-grid on/off factors).

We analyzed the cost competitiveness of RE-HFCS technology utilized in two different potential contests: Tie-

grid as back-up of the Electric Network and Off-Grid as auxiliary power generator of RES primary energy

sources.

- The first simulated scenario is related to Telecom Tower grid connected. We analyzed the impact of

the Market Share of RE-HFCS in relation of the Grid-Tied Power Factor. In other word it has been

analyzed the impact of OPEX costs (maintenance and fuel costs).

- The second scenario that has been simulated is related to Telecom Tower placed in off-grid. This

second simulation has been focused on market penetration of RE-HFCS in relation to the availability

of RES&BESS.

3.2 Sensitivity Analysis of the Grid-Tie Scenario

A constant power load of 5kW has been considered in combination with the electric grid and an availability

of the grid from 99% (max 3 days of grid outage) to 5% (large outage scenarios with more than 240 day of

grid outages).
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The lifetime of the project has been set up in 20 years.

Although the initial costs of the RE-HFCS is 18% higher than traditional DGs, the overall operational costs are

considerably lower with the PEMBeyond RE-HFCS.

Within the OPEX costs, the estimated operating costs related to the consumption of fuel would be similar for

reformate bio-ethanol powering the FCS and diesel with traditional combustion engines.

However, the maintenance/replacement costs are lower with RE-HFCS than DG.

A simulation of a power grid outage of 128 days brings OPEX Maintenance costs for the  RE-HFCS 40% lower.

The final results of the sensitive analysis has been extended to scenarios from a Power Grid-On factor of 5%

to 97%, brings a result in term of Market Share (SAM/TAM) of applicability of RE-HFCS technologies from 4%

up to 97% of the entire Telecom Tower of the world.  Therefore moving from a resilient electric grid to a grid

with frequent power outage, the opportunity to use RE-HFCS increases, becoming very attractive.

3.3 Sensitivity Analysis of a grid-tie Scenario with only batteries

An interesting scenario that has been simulated is the economic advantage of the RE-FCS system versus a

back-up unit fully based on Lead Acid battery bank.

Backup power should be guaranteed for several hours.

The overall costs of a back-up system based Lead Acid brings an initial cost that are comparable; while OPEX

costs (related to the replacement of the Lead Acid batteries) is considerably higher.

Based on the above inputs, the overall TCOs based on an Lead Acid back-up system configuration brings Initial

Costs comparable to RE-HFCS; while OPEX (due to the replacement costs of Lead Acid on average every 5

years) for the configuration based on AL are considerably relevant.

The whole analysis clearly shows the advantage for the replacement of a battery bank based on  Lead Acid

with a back-up power system with a RE-HFCS. With power higher than 5 kW combined with back-up runtime

higher than 3 hours (15 kWh/year) RE-HFCS is always the choice of technology.

3.4 Sensitivity Analysis - Off-Grid Scenarios

Another relevant scenario has been investigated: a telecom tower displaced in an off-grid contest. A constant

power load of 5kW has  been simulated in combination with an energy system comprising a hybrid primary

RES integrated with a Battery Energy Storage System and a generator (diesel generator / RE-HFCS).

The first output scenario is related to overall Total cost of Ownership of the traditional configuration based

on a DG with size 5kW.
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The second output data is related to overall Total cost of Ownership of the traditional configuration based

on a RE-HFCS with size 5kW.

Also this scenario confirms that maintenance costs related to traditional Diesel Generator are higher than

RE-HFCS.

We can conclude that also the off-grid contest scenario based on the above input data, resulted in a more

economical configuration at worldwide level for the RE-HFCS than traditional DG.

In off-grid operation, maintenance costs are the key contributor of TCO.

3.5 Sensitivity Analysis with DMFC

DMFC technology is one of current key choice of wireless telecom service providers worldwide to provide

backup power to their cellular towers during grid outages.

Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) directly convert the liquid fuel methanol into electric current. In

comparison to other fuel cell systems that operate with pure hydrogen or hydrogen-rich gases from

reforming processes, the fuel is supplied directly.

In this paragraph the result of a techno-economic comparison analysis, conducted by replacing the RE-HFCS

with DMFC system into the TEA tools, is presented. The aim of this further study is to verify the potential

penetration of this alternative technology based on the TCO.

The simulation shows that extended back-up power units based DMFC have a limited attraction to penetrate

the worldwide back-up power for Telecom.

3.6 Market Analysis with SOFC

The application of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell as back-up in Telecom Tower is still at the early stage.

SOFC technology enables systems with high efficiency levels, which can be applied as pure power generator

or as combined power, heat and cooling generators using hydrocarbons, such as natural pipeline gas, liquid

gas, methane or biogas.

The source of the data comes from the report issued by the US Department of Energy: “MANUFACTURING

COST ANALYSIS OF 1 KW AND 5 KW SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELL (SOFC) FOR AUXILLIARY POWER APPLICATIONST”.

This  report  provides  cost  estimates  for  the  manufacture  of  1  kW  and  5  kW  solid  oxide  fuel  cells  (SOFC)

designed for auxiliary power unit applications using high-volume manufacturing processes at annual

production volumes of 100, 1000, 10,000, and 50,000 units.

The report provides a projection at a production rate of 10.000 systems a year for the stack as well as for the

Balance of Plant (BoP).
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Although the application is different from APU for a Telecom Tower, size of the units and application are

similar, therefore the results are interesting in relation to the scope of this analysis.

The projected unit cost of the SOFC systems (5.411 Euro/kW @100 units) seems almost similar to RE-HFCS

(4.700Euro/kW @500 units).

In this paragraph it has been also described that this technology in the Telecom Market niche is still at lower

TRL than LT-PEMFC.

4. Market Research

This  chapter  is  mainly  focused  on  the   market  research.  It  describes  the  objectives,  the
market measurement variables and the methodology utilized

During the first phase of this task, it has been identified the market opportunity and the objectives of the

market research and how to measure them. The primary objective has been to acquire an understanding of

driving forces playing into the competitive arena (key relation among suppliers, users, substitutes

technologies) and their impact and the actual status of the telecom tower market contest.

A final subtask has been the design of the market research and backbone of the market database.

4.1 Objectives of Market Research

The  scope  of  this  research  is  to  identify  market  opportunities  to  offer  for  PEMBeyond  technologies  by

countries, worldwide as backup power unit as well as  generation power unit.

This final study will summarize the results of two analysis: market penetration of  RE-HFCS technology with

target cost and with actual cost.

4.2 Market Measurement

Several variables has been identified and correlated in order to reach the objective of the work-package. In

this paragraph they will be detailed and explained.

Market Size is the key variable used within the market research. The Market Size has been identified in terms

of Total Available Market (TAM);  TAM has  been defined as  the total  number of  installation as  well  as  in

currency (Euro) without considering the effects of inflation/deflation (constant values). A second variable

used to identify the market opportunities has been the size of the Served Available Market (SAM) defined by

means of currency (Euro) without considering the effects of inflation/deflation (Constant values) as well as

of units of telecom towers.
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The SAM has been used to measure the amount of installed telecom tower worldwide in which PEMBeyond

technologies can be offered, as their costs are lower than actual technologies. SAM has been defined as the

total number of installation as well as in currency (Euro) without considering the effects of inflation/deflation

(constant values).

The geographical area considered is worldwide. The values of TAM and SAM have been identified worldwide

in 267 countries, 6 continents (Europe, Africa, Asia, North America, South America, Oceania).

Further additional technical and economical variables have been introduced to define a comprehensive

model of actual installed mix of energy systems (grid-connected, off-grid) in each country and define the

principal variables. The first group   are   technical variable as follow:

Lifetime of the installation of the telecom towers is used in order to calculate the overall costs of ownership

in term of CAPEX   as well as OPEX.

Average Power Loads is nominal average power of the typical telecom tower/BTS in each country. Backup

power loads is nominal average of a back bridging power unit of the telecom tower/BTS in each country. This

parameter as default has been considered as equal to the average back up power. Backup runtime is the

average runtime to be fulfilled by a bridging power unit (typically an Lead Acid-Acid or Lithium backup

battery) It has been assumed a yearly energy outage. Therefore the bridging Backup Energy is the power

requested during the backup runtime.

Fuel Efficiency as ratio of the electrical energy generated by a certain DG and chemical energy of the fuel and

Volumetric Energy Density as the chemical energy  in one liter of fuel has been both utilized to  calculate the

average Cost of Energy of Fuel (Diesel vs. Bioethanol) consumed by the generator

A certain group of parameters has been utilized to modeling energy systems in different countries. The Power

Grid Factor is the percentage of energy purchased by the utility to power the loads of the Telecom Towers,

the Power Local Generator Factor is the percentage of energy produced  by the DG or PEMBeyond Fuel Cell

System in addition to the bridging unit. Power Factor of RES-BESS systems is considering a percentage of

energy generated locally by a renewable energy system (RES) combined with a battery energy storage system

(BESS). Hence the generator runs if  grid as well as the RES system are not available. Two energy systems

scenarios per each country has been considered and measured. The share of grid-on installation/ share of

grid-off installation is the parameter adopted to simulate a certain mix of  energy systems.

Last part of parameters are economical:

Cost of Energy by grid is the cost of energy purchased by the utility in each country.

A breakdown cost structure of the fuel by country has been introduced as follow. Cost of Fuel is the cost per

liter of diesel used by a backup ICE generator. Cost of Fuel Services is the additional average cost for the
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transportation of the fuel to the telecom tower and other related services (local patrol services). This is the

most relevant part of the fuel cost.  The Total cost of the Fuel is therefore the sum of the above costs. In off-

grid contests in which a DG operates 24/7  or not resilient power grids this is a relevant cost effecting the

overall energy bill.

Capex cost of backup are the Average Capital Expenditure Costs of the bridging backup power units; the

Capex costs of Primary Generators measures the Average Capital Expenditure Costs of DG or RE-HFCS

(procurement, installation, commissioning costs) as well as the Capex of RES-BESS measures the initial cost

of the RES with battery storage system.  Operating costs has been evaluated (Opex of backup, Opex of

Generators) considering the yearly Operational (cost of the Fuel) and Maintenance cost for the generators

during their lifetime. Average years Replacements of generators as well as Average years Replacements

backup bridging systems has been identified  and calculated.   Net presents Costs is the total cost of ownership

which includes all the initial capital cost (Capex) and the Operation and Maintenance Costs (Opex). Another

complementary measured variable is the Cost of Energy, which is a synthetic parameter that provides the

Net Present Cost per unit of kWh utilized by the Telecom Tower during its lifetime.

TAM in constant currency, is therefore measured as overall  Net presents Costs of all the installation in the

country.  SAM in constant currency is measured as a subset of TAM in which the Net presents Costs of the

RE-HFCS are lower than actual Net presents Costs and the power generated by the RE-HFCS in higher or equal

to the actual generated power. The Market Share to introduce RE-HFCS is calculated as ration between SAM

and TAM. The Trend of TAM , SAM AND Market Share including OPEX as well excluding OPEX in the period

2014 – 2020 has been finally measured.

4.3 Market research methodology

In order to define typical energy systems scenarios as well validate the variables measured by the TEA tools

several simulation has been conducted using Homer a commercial computer model that simplifies the task

of designing hybrid renewable micro-grids, whether remote or attached to a larger grid. HOMER's

optimization and sensitivity analysis algorithms has allowed to evaluate the economic and technical

feasibility of typical scenarios and to compare variations in technology costs and energy resource availability

combining RE-HFCS with actual installed systems. A typical 5kW BTS load profile has been simulated also to

evaluate data and information collected into the field.

Installation of Telecom Tower has been analyzed collecting information into the field with interviews with

local partners in Italy, Israel, Finland. Meeting followed by exchange of detailed information has been

conducted in Italy with Linkem, Wind, Telecom Italia in Finland with TeliaSonera, in Israel with a partner

active in installation of  RES with telecoms in Africa and Middle East (Lightwind ltd).
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They provided the number of installation and the present status, in their countries the operational

requirements, the trend and criteria for investments and problem related to these installations. Detailed

information about actual cost of fuels, batteries have been also provided by users.

These information has been integrated with several market studies in internet as mentioned in the attached

bibliography.  Cost of fuel in each country, cost of energy in each country thru public database has been

searched and identified. Cost of ICE generators and cost of batteries, has been also identified in public market

research (see bibliography).

The number of Telecom tower by energy  identified in Italy, Finland, Us, India, China, Israel, the total units of

installation by continent as well as the total number of units worldwide extrapolated by market reports has

been utilized identify to calculated the Ratio Population/Telecom Tower. The same  parameter has been

extrapolated into the remaining countries having considered the development of the economy and political

contest. A final calibration has been conducted to refine the result.

A further refine calibration of the Ratio Population/Telecom Tower by country will be conducted during the

project considering historical data issued by UN within the Mobile-cellular telephone subscriptions  reports.

5. Market Outlook

This chapter provides a worldwide market outlook of energy system for Telecom Tower in Central &
Latin America, Africa, Asia, Europe and Italy.

5.1 Worldwide Overview

By 2020, estimates indicate that the global telecom industry will deploy approximately 390,000 telecom

towers that are off grid, and 790,000 that are in bad-grid locations. Wireless providers—and subscribers—

today have little tolerance for power outages that interrupt service. Most mobile tower sites have old-school

diesel-based backup systems.
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If these towers continue to use diesel, as is the case for more than 90% of all off-grid and bad-grid towers

today, diesel consumption for telecom towers will increase by 13-15% from today’s levels, to over 150

million barrels per year. The resulting annual cost of diesel will be over US$ 19 billion in 2020, or US$   per

mobile-phone user per year.

About 45 million tons of CO2 per year will be released, which is more than 5 million tons higher than current

levels.

Conversion to more efficient, greener alternative tower power solutions, which includes renewable energy

hybrid systems, could save the industry US$ 13-14 billion annually, even after accounting for capital

expenditure (CAPEX). Adoption of these green technologies at scale also has the potential to generate

approximately 40 million tons and US$ 100-500 million annually in carbon savings.1

Analysis indicates that energy costs already account for approximately 30% of network operating costs for a

large Mobile Networks Operator (MNO), and upwards of 60% for a Tower Company (TowerCo.) The high

costs are due to an overdependence on diesel-generator-based solutions to supplement or replace grid-

based electricity at off-grid and bad-grid tower sites. More than 95% of tower sites in off-grid and bad-grid

regions have usually used power from over-sized diesel generators—typically 5-15 kVA or higher—to

supplement grid-based power. The average telecom tower in a location that is completely off-grid (zero hours

1 Source: “Green Power for Mobile”-GSMA-December 2014
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of active grid connectivity) would require the diesel generator (DG) to run for close to 24 hours to maintain

uptime and the retail price of diesel has been growing at approximately 8% annually for the last decade.

Accordingly, current estimates indicate that at a retail price of about US$1 per liter, diesel costs alone can

account for almost 70-80% of the total cost of generation at a telecom tower, as shown in figure below. The

fully-loaded cost of generation of electricity at off-grid towers, which includes the implicit cost of fuel theft

and pilferage, can rise up to US$2.21 per kWh or approximately 10 to 20 times the price of grid electricity

in most countries in Africa and Asia.

Additionally telecom tower’s carbon footprint is increasing following the forecasted network expansion.

Consequently there is a clear commercial imperative for MNOs and TowerCos to explore and seriously

consider alternative solutions that use green and renewable energy; many of them are already cheaper than

diesel-generator-only counterparts as shown in figure below.
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Despite growing interest from industry, level of adoption of total green and renewable energy solution has

remained low for years. As described in figure below, in 2014 there were only approximately 40.000 “green“

sites in the world, most of them  in Asia, China and India ahead. Solar technology is predominant.

Currently, telecom towers are largely powered by diesel generator + battery and this segment in the global

unreliable grid telecom tower power system is estimated to account for 45.5% revenue share of the market.

But this scenario is changing rapidly; according to FutureMarket Insight2 renewable energy is expected to

surpass the diesel generator + battery segment by the end of 2020 as for in many countries towercos are

2.“Telecom tower power system market- Global Industry Analysis and Opportunity Assessment 2015 – 2025”- Future
Market insight
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now shifting to renewable energy solution for economic and environmental reasons. For instance Costa Rica

is pushing to reach 100% renewable energy by 2018 meanwhile in India the Department of

Telecommunications has mandated that the proportion of hybrid-powered tower sites be increased to 75

per cent in rural areas and 33 per cent in urban areas by 2020.

The global telecom tower power system market is segmented on the

basis of product type into unreliable grid and off-grid. Among these,

demand for unreliable grid is significant, and the segment is estimated

to account for 67% revenue share of the global telecom tower power

system market by the end of 2015. As per FMI estimates, this segment

is projected to expand at CAGR of 12.6% during the forecast period.

On the basis of power source, the global unreliable grid telecom tower power system market is segmented

into diesel generator, diesel generator + battery and renewable energy. The diesel generator + battery

segment is estimated to account for 45.5% share of the global unreliable grid telecom tower power system

market by the end of 2015. According to FMI estimates, the diesel generator + battery segment of the global

unreliable grid telecom tower power system market would expand at a CAGR of 8.6% between 2015 and

2025, to reach up to US$ 1,279.6 Million by 2025.

The renewable energy segment is estimated to account for 38.6% share of the overall market by the end of

2015, and is forecast to expand at a CAGR of 16.4% through 2025. According to Navigant Research, global

telecommunications network provider spending on DG and ES purchases is expected to grow from $2.4

billion in 2015 to $3.4 billion in 2024.

6.2 Energy System for Telecom tower in Central & Latin America

There are approximately 180,000 Telecom Towers in Central & Latin America in 2016, most of them are
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in Brazil as shown by figures below.

BRASIL

Brazil has to date only few urban sites with extended backup power, the majority of them are diesel

generators. However they have disadvantages of low efficiency, noise, diesel exhaust pollution, high weight

and vibration when operating. Furthermore, the diesel fuel, diesel gensets, and even the batteries and copper

interconnection wires and bus bars are prone to theft in many markets. Low power, high efficiency,

extended-run backup power generator products that run on bioethanol or hydrogen are an alternative, also

considering that Brazil is the second largest bioethanol producing countries after the United States .
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Unfortunately, Brazil is currently facing the deepest recession since the 1930s and its effects are spreading

across all industries including the tower sector where the rate of investments is dropped down.

The growth for low-power extended-run backup power generator products could be also limited  by  an

industry trend to “competition” in use of passive infrastructure, including sharing of tower infrastructure and

diesel gensets, the lack of regulatory attention to back up power availability; the desire for quick payback,

typically two years or less, on project investments by Telco industry decision makers, hampering addition of

systems with higher initial costs even when lifecycle costs and return on investment are superior to existing

technologies; but we must always keep in mind that Brazil needs 100.000 towers by 2020 to bring its network

up to par with other developed markets. With close to 5,000 subscribers per site, the potential for towercos

to deploy hundreds of greenfield projects in the country remains high but currently there is very little new

build going on in the country, with carriers shying away from new projects and investments.

In the opinion of TowerExchange3 while the Brazilian tower industry is now at a standstill, there are plenty of

opportunities ahead for towercos able to face these tough times and prepare for what’s next.

MEXICO

There is substantial opportunity for continued growth and increasingly vigorous competition in the mobile

sector. Grid power is reliable in Mexico. Researches suggest that as few as 1% of sites, owned by the dominant

carriers are backed up with diesel gensets.

Therefore the market for extended back-up is extremely small.

ARGENTINA

3 Towerexchange-Issue 17  August 2016

Bioethanol prodction by countries
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Despite its poor macroeconomic climate, Argentina appears to be the a very attractive market, driven by

government regulation requiring extended-run back-up power at all mobile network sites and promoting use

of hydrogen as energy fuel. The market also appears to have very low use of shared infrastructure and a

resulting higher prevalence of low-power, unshared sites. Experts suggest that Argentina need at least 20.000

new sites.

5.3 Energy System for Telecom tower in Africa

The mobile networks in Africa have grown beyond the reach of grid electricity and mobile operators have

deployed a significant part of their tower infrastructure in areas without any access to grid electricity

infrastructure. Limited grid electricity infrastructure combined with inadequate electricity supply capacities

has forced mobile operators to rely on alternative power sources such as diesel generators to power up their

networks – both on-grid and off-grid.  According to GSMA4  analysis and estimates, Sub-Saharan Africa has a

total of over 240,000 towers across countries providing mobile coverage to 70% of the region’s population.

The size of the tower portfolio is expected to grow to over 325,000 towers by 2020. Nigeria will be the main

growth markets followed by Tanzania, Kenya as well as  Mozambique, Botswana, South Africa, Namibia and

Angola.

Majority of telecom tower sites in Africa are deployed in either off-grid areas or problematic grid areas with

unreliable power supply. Africa currently has an estimated 145,000 off-grid sites which is expected to grow

to 189,000 sites  by  2020.  The number of  bad-grid  sites  is  expected to  grow from 84,000 in  2014 to  over

100,000 sites by year 2020.

Telecom towers in these areas with unreliable electric grids face the constant threat of downtime; the cost

of downtime is prohibitively high for MNOs. Towers in these areas require additional backup power to make

up for the lack of grid-based electricity, and to ensure uptime.

As a result, operators’ demand for non-grid electricity is expected to grow.

4 GSMA “Africa market report-2014
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Tower Sites by Off-grid and unreliable grid

Energy costs constitute a major portion of network OPEX for mobile operators in Africa. An off-grid site

consumes nearly 13,000 liters of diesel every year, at an average annual energy OPEX of over US$ 21,000 and

adds nearly 35 metric tons of CO2 emissions to the environment. Further to the above costs of diesel power,

there is an additional 10- 15% cost due to diesel pilferage which is very common practice in many countries

across Africa.

Adopting green power alternatives for telecom towers would result in an annual OPEX savings of nearly US

17,000 per site and 60-70% reduction in CO2 emissions. In addition, powering the off-grid cell towers with

the solar micro-grid solution could provide a readily financeable starting point for micro-grid extension to

nearby rural communities. It is estimated that at least 30% of the all off-grid sites have a sizable (average

1,300-plus people per village) rural community nearby, allowing an extension of the micro-grid platform to

service these communities; millions more people will have access to power.5

Mobile operators in Africa have focused on addressing the energy challenges by adopting alternative

renewable energy sources, such as solar, wind, biomass and fuel cell, in order to reduce the cost of energy

as well as to address some of the operational challenges in powering their tower sites.

RE-HFCS in addition to reduce the overall OPEX cost, can contribute to establish a new opportunity of business

and jobs for rural communities. The production of crude bioethanol reduce fuel logistic problem if produce

locally and additionally enable to create e new sustainable economy around the cultivation and production

of the necessary crude-bioethanol sold by the local community to the Telco Tower Companies.

5 TowerExchange Africa Dossier 2016
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However, the adoption of green power alternatives has not reached the possible potential scale due to many

reasons including the changing industry landscape, un-favorable regulatory environment, inadequate

funding, limited technical resources and lasts but not least price, performance and availability.

Africa currently has a total of less than 4,000 sites deployed with green power alternatives. This accounts for

less than 3% of the total off-grid sites. But following some experts6, the scenario would change soon: hybrid

power will be the future. Telecoms operators want hybrid power already. Once telecom operators are sure

hybrid power works, it will only be a matter of time before all off-grid and weak grid cell sites are upgraded

to hybrids. As the price comes down and the performance and reliability is proven, the business case for

hybrid energy becomes more compelling at more and more cell sites.

According to Eltek, one of the most important worldwide ESCO, over the last 18-24 months there has been a

move towards reducing OPEX and accelerating the installation of solutions that are not dependent on diesel.

The first step, he continued, ends to be the installation of CDC (charge discharge) battery solutions -

essentially a larger battery to carry the load for a longer period allowing the generator to run much more

efficiently  at  a  higher  load for  shorter  periods  of  time,  thus  reducing OPEX.  The next  step is  to  install  an

alternative source of energy such as photovoltaic panels to capture solar energy and deliver that as a power

source to the base station. Others have looked at wind and fuel cell solutions. Of course you can’t guarantee

sun, or wind, 365 days a year so those that need power beyond the grid are left to source or generate power

for themselves.

Fuel cells have been recently gaining momentum in telecom power applications and have been supported

with increased efforts from solution providers to build the fuel supply chain and logistics to support the

smooth and reliable operations. Fuel Cell are largely free from harmful emissions because they use

6 TowerExchange Africa Dossier 2016
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alternative fuel sources such as hydrogen and even water. Fuel cells are also less attractive to thieves and

are quiet running. However, the high cost of technology has been a barrier to its adoption at a larger scale.

South Africa is particularly active in this sector; many project pilots involving the use of fuel cell, especially

with methanol- have been carried. Vodacom has more than 200 fuel cells sites and recently has  started to

explore other fuel sources for fuel cells.

5.4 Energy System for Telecom tower in Asia

There are more than 2,842,851 towers in Asia ,  most of them are owned by towercos. China tops the list

following by India, Japan and Indonesia.

In the 2014 in Asia there were approximately 116,000 off-grid and 281,900 bad-grid telecom sites; by 2020

GSMA7 estimates an increase to 132,000 and 319,900 respectively.

BANGLADESH

The telecoms market in Bangladesh has seen a burst of activity recently; 15 to 20% of cell sites are off grid

and the grid is very unreliable. Power supply in Bangladesh is not always available due to load shedding issues

and also due to the exponential growth in demand. Battery is an immediate secondary source after grid

failure. The major towercos are looking into the latest technologies for battery back-ups including lithium ion

7 GSMA-”Green Power for Mobile”-Bi-annuale Report 2014
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batteries which provide faster recharging times and much longer-lasting charge, resulting in substantial

efficiencies. All BTS/RBS sites have such solutions and the capacity depends upon the network plan. For

business critical sites (Core, Hub,HVC, Remote), diesel-powered generators are used as a redundant power

source with an orderly fuel arrangement in place. In addition, solar panels are another energy/power source

that is deployed at sites with the most vulnerable grids. On average, solar hybridisation reduces energy costs

by 30% per site and it will also bring to a reduction of carbon emission and footprint, helping to safeguard

the conservation of environment.

Furthermore, the rainy season demands exceptional cell site autonomy which makes Bangladesh a key

market for energy, particularly energy storage.

CAMBODIA

The energy situation in Cambodia is challenging; about 25% of the country is off-grid. Of course this means

that there are opportunities for energy solution providers offering hybrid and renewable off-grid solutions.

Even connected to the grid, power is unstable and is can be unavailable for a couple of hours per day even in

the capital Phnom Penh – with is a drop off in power once or twice a day necessitating batteries for backup.

Some companies are looking into solar solutions. To deal with the grid issues, some companies are looking

into solar energy systems. Hybrid solutions need to be scalable and capable of powering at least two tenant.

CHINA

There are about 1.750.000 towers in China and this numbers is expected to increase at 1.900.000 by the

end of 2017.

Almost all sites are on-grid. Towercos provides backup battery banks, typically with 4-8 hours float. Most

batteries are lead-acid.

There are very few backup DGs. In September 2016 China Tower Corporation, the owner of the majority of

telecom towers,  reported having 10,177 solar and wind generation sites across the country, with annual

capacity of 120mn kWh.

There is also news that CTC has plans to deploy solar on a large scale in line with the government’s objectives

in reducing carbon emissions.

INDIA

Today in India telecom coverage extends to 90% of the country. For the past 9 years 40.000 new towers have

been built every year.
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Unreliable electrical grid supply is one of the biggest challenges faced by the rapidly growing telecom tower

industry in India. Today, on average, 70 percent of the approximately 400.000 mobile towers in India face

electrical grid outages in excess of 8 hours a day.

Telecom tower operators currently use diesel generators, batteries, and a variety of power management

equipment to address the demand-supply gap. The resulting energy costs alone account for 25 percent of

the total network operating costs, affecting the profitability of the operators. The telecom tower industry in

India is estimated to consume over 2.5 billion liters of diesel annually making it the second largest consumer

of diesel in the country.

This business continuity service results in a revenue under-recovery   (revenue loss) of INR 14.64 per litre  of

diesel to the public sector oil marketers totalling to approximately INR 3,660 Crore (USD 732 million approx)

annually. The 2.5 billion litres of diesel consumed, emit 6.6 million metric tons of CO2 annually, making the

current use of diesel generators both an environmentally and economically unattractive solution. This white

paper details true energy costs of a telecom tower site facing average power outage of 12 hrs a day. The

above mentioned site is powered by a diesel generator and a pack of batteries, a configuration that currently

exists in over 90% of the telecom tower sites.

Figure from the report: “ Leveraging Telecom Towers to address energy poverty”-Rockefeller Foundation”-2013

According to Greenpeace India, at this rate, the diesel consumption could rise to six billion liters by 2020. The

industry continued reliance on diesel is not only impacting the environment, but is also affecting the

profitability  of  service  providers  to  a  greater  extent.  Studies  claim  that  sourcing  power  from  renewable

sources, especially solar photovoltaic (PV), will lead to cost reduction to the tune of about 300 per cent over

a span of ten years when compared with diesel- run systems.
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According to some experts the reason for not even 1 per cent of towers on renewables, could be attributed

to the fact that the power generation infrastructure was owned and operated by the telecom companies

themselves. Since power generation is not the core business of telecom companies, the significance of the

Renewable Energy Services Company (RESCO) model will strongly increase in the years to come.

As Bridge to India said, the telecom sector is emerging as a front-runner among diesel parity based market

segments for solar PV solutions and an estimated 2 GW of solar power could be installed in conjunction with

telecom towers in India by 2016. With the mobile phone subscribers in India likely to reach one billion by

2015, the solar panels could help save a substantial amount of money and carbon emissions even if it meets

only a part of the total power requirement.

Solar  PV  has  emerged  as  the  best  alternative  to  diesel  in  powering  these  towers.  However,  the  Indian

companies are also trying to explore the option of aggregated renewable solutions, fuel cells and biogas to

run their base stations.

In January 2012, the Department of Telecommunications (DoT) issued an advisory mandating telecom

companies to use green certified products, with an aim to reduce carbon emission from their telecom

networks to 17 per cent by 201819.The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India said that by 2020, 75 per cent

of rural towers and 33 per cent of urban towers are likely to be powered by hybrid power. The hybrid solution

consists of power from renewable sources, hydrogen fuel cells and grid electricity.

Indian telecom companies are already realizing the benefits fuel cells bring to the table. Fuel cells have a

much longer runtime than diesel generators and even batteries, so they are ideal for remote locations. They

are also quiet and much lighter, so they can be sited inside, outside or even on rooftops in urban settings.

Fuel cell systems today can run on hydrogen, which can be either sourced or generated onsite through

integrated electrolyser, methanol reformer, biogas/natural gas/LPG reformer, depending on a telecom

location and its suitability.

In March 2016 Indus Towers converted their 50,000  cell site to run diesel free. Bharti Infratel now has over

31,000  towers  that  consume  less  than  a  liter  of  diesel  a  day.  Crucially,  the  progress  of  energy  efficiency

initiatives in India is now extending to two and even three tenant towers, which have higher energy

requirements. The energy conservation possibilities run into billions of rupees.

INDONESIA

Now Indonesia is the world’s #4 mobile market, with a thriving tower industry. Indonesian towercos own

64% of the country’s 85,537 towers; Indonesian power grid is unreliable resulting in required backup

generators, normally DG,   at over 15% of all sites.   Mobile operators increasingly value the green aspect of

fuel cell systems. Fuel cells produce low emissions, are very quiet, and have a low environmental impact on
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the community. Indonesia is one of many countries adopting green initiatives and encouraging alternative

energy solutions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Indonesia has pledged to reduce carbon emissions to

26 percent from 40 percent in 2020. .

In the last years many fuel cells, especially methanol based, have been deployed as back-up power.

LAOS

Laos has a surplus of power generation which they export, so grid availability is good in the country, and new

sites can be connected to the grid quickly and efficiently. There are still unannounced outages, so backbone

sites have DG and battery backup: 4-6 hours battery backup is standard.

MALAYSIA

There aren’t a lot of off grid sites in Malaysia, but Edotco, one of the major towercos, is looking at various

off-grid power solutions including lithium-ion battery and solar hybrids. Power is a pass through at almost all

Malaysia’s cell sites.  Actually RMS solution was deployed on 2,800 of edotco’s 3,600 Malaysian sites.

MYANMAR

Up to date Myanmar’s tower stock had grown to ~10,750 towers and estimates suggest 17,300 towers would

be needed to  achieve the Myanmar MCIT’s  coverage targets  by  the end of  2017.  The mobile  industry  in

Myanmar is expected to become one of the country’s key power consumers, with huge power requirements

based on the current network rollout plans. MNOs would face some challenges to power up their base

stations. They might heavily depend on diesel power or find an alternative energy solution. In order to save

energy OPEX and reduce emissions, the MNOs or TowerCos would need to adopt alternative green power

solutions to power up their networks. Green Power for Mobile has identified that a total of 1,544 sites can

feasibly deploy alternative green power solutions such as such as Solar, Wind, Micro Hydro, BioFuel/Bio-Gas

or Fuel Cell , offering a potential opportunity for MNOs and TowerCos. Not only that but also the potential

opportunity would grow massively from 1,544 sites in 2014 to 9,990 sites in 2017.

The fuel cell technology is very new to the Myanmar market and needs to be developed in partnership with

local organizations and research institutes in order to build the human and technical capacities to deploy and

sustainably manage the fuel cell systems for distributed power generation. It would require a considerable

effort from the technology providers and vendors to develop the eco-system in order to establish the use of

fuel cell for on-site power generation and back up applications in telecom sector.8

8 GPM-Market analysis Myanmar 2014
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PAKISTAN

Although 93.6% of Pakistanis have access to electricity (Source: World Bank, 2012), many cell sites are on

unreliable grid connections, with outages of eight plus hours. Uptime remains a challenge for MNOs and

towercos alike; investment in maintenance of backup power solutions remains critical. Most cell sites have

at least one backup DG, while the major Towercos have expressed intent to build more energy efficient sites

by leveraging deep cycle batteries and renewables

PHILIPPINES

Operational costs in the Philippines are phenomenal, largely as a function of the geography of the country: a

maintenance visit to a remote tower can require a flight, a boat and a donkey ride up a mountain! This has

resulted in substantial outsourcing to managed services subcontractors. To counteract the OPEX challenge,

both Globe (which has an estimated 7,300 towers) and Smart (9,000) are currently investing in substantial

network modernization programs, including the upgrade of backup power solutions.

SRI LANKA

The grid conditions in Sri Lanka are not as good as Malaysia, but better than those in Bangladesh by

comparison, and they are improving every year. At present, we have fewer than 75 sites ARE off grid using

DGs. Sri Lanka is reaching the saturation point for the number of towers required to provide coverage.

5.5 Italy

There are almost 55.000 telecom towers in Italy owned by four major telecom companies to connect  mobile

devices connect to the Internet via cellular networks (3G and 4G/LTE networks) or Wi-Fi networks used in

offices, factories, homes, and public spaces. Over the coming decade, network advances could include 5G

cellular networks (the as yet unspecified next-generation standard), satellite services, and possibly long-

range Wi-Fi. These technologies are increasing the number of BTS installation and demand of electric energy.

The typical installation power range is 700 W up to 4 kW.

The majority of these installations are grid-connected, utilizing a VRLA battery bank as backup power unit.

Some of them has a DG as primary backup power unit. There are 500 off-grid installation and all of these

units utilizes a DG with a VRLA battery bank as bridging unit providing 2-4 hours of runtime. Several of these

energy systems are older the 20 years and needs soon a replacement. It is expected the growth of installation

due to the diffusion of LTE technology. Due to the high competitiveness arena and large investments on

going, the Italian telecom companies has an high level of internal debt which causes high costs due to
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interests rates. Their energy bills due is one of the most relevant costs in the income statements. One of

these companies has 120 Million of Euro yearly to power electric energy.

This  contest  is  favorable  for   substitute  energy  technologies  enabling  the  reduction  of  the  Total  Cost  of

Ownership in short term (3 years of payback is currently accepted) and a Capex cost of the installation

competitive with current solutions.

The average cost for the actual installation of VRLA battery bank is 220 Euro/kWh (installed).  Every 5 years

these battery banks are usually replaced and they need a yearly maintenance to diagnostic and recharge.

In  grid-connected energy systems  (99% of  installation in  Italy),  the estimated average NPC (Net  Present

Costs) in 3 years is 36.000 Euro (16.500 Euro O&M costs); the estimated cost of energy is 0,3 Euro/kWh.

In off-grid energy systems  (1% of installation in Italy), the estimated average NPC (Net Present Costs) in 3

years is 138.000 Euro (92.000 Euro O&M costs); the estimated cost of energy is 1,1 Euro/kWh.

In off-grid contest PEMBeyond Fuel Cell systems (500 units / 1% of installation  in Italy) the estimated average

NPC (Net Present Costs) in 3 years is 126.000 Euro (77.000 Euro O&M costs); the estimated cost of energy is

1,0 Euro/kWh. Therefore could reach a 100% of market share.

5.6 Europe

According to the result of a simulation based on the “ standard scenario “ (power size of the energy systems

equivalent to 5kW of all the countries and 2 hours runtime of backup), the  Telecom Tower units  installed

on 2014 ) in Europe are currently 776.000; the estimated units on 2020 amounts  to 792.000.

The Total Available Market on 2014 amounts to 30 Billion of Euro (including Capex, O&M Costs of 3 years).

The Potential Served Available Market amount to 10 Billion of Euro (including Capex, O&M Costs of 3 years)

corresponding to the 34%  of TAM.

The estimated NPC (Net Present Costs) concerning 3 years runtime, amounts to 90.400 Euro

6. Result of Market Analysis

This chapter  introduces a quantitative market analysis,  market share by area and by type of installation
for North & South America, Africa, Asia, Oceania. The techno-economic tools developed within the
project is finally utilized to elaborate capex and opex cost in more then 260 countries for DG base backup
power systems. The results are compared with corrispondent total costs of ownership of PEMBeyond
area by area.

In this paragraph are introduced finally the key market ratio as result of the simulations conducted with TEA

tools by continent.
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These results describe a market scenario in terms of SAM and share of the market that can be addressed with

PEMBeyond Fuel Cell System Technologies at actual costs.

The following typical scenario has been utilized to analyze SAM of the RE-HFCS.

Based on the above input and worldwide results, we go on to analyze the potential TAM, SAM by Market

Area.   A  first  graphical  representation  of  the  trend  (2014-2020)  of  the  potential  Market  Size  (TAM)  and

Market Penetration (SAM) is showed in the following  figure.
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Figure 4 -2014-2020 TAM & SAM Trend

Figure 5  TAM by Continent

However the most critical installations are placed in Africa and in some regions of Asia (i.e. India) and South

America due to the lack of grid infrastructure associated to a fast growing market for telecommunication

services. PEMBeyond Fuel Cell Technology (RE-HFCS) could play a fundamental role in the solution of power
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demand, avoiding relevant amount of environmental emissions as well as improve the reliability of the power

supply integrated with Primary Renewable Energy Source (Solar and Wind Turbine) and Ion Lithium Battery

Energy Storage systems.

We have also seen in the previous paragraphs that among the different fuel cell based substitute technologies

to DG, RE-HFCS allow to penetrate the Telecom Market more effectively. The scenario at 500 units bring

already the technology more attractive than Diesel Generator. Initial costs might be similar, however OPEX

are lower for RE-HFCS.

The following analysis  is based on “actual costs” for a RE-HFCS with size of 5kW with initial costs for all

countries; same assumption has been done for the initial cost of the diesel generator. Cost of fuels and cost

of the electric energy of the grid and actual cost of the backup batteries are different as sourced by public

databases.

Based on all these assumptions, we have deduced that a potential market that can be approached by

PEMBeyond Fuel Cell technology (Served Available Market) amounts to 35% of the entire worldwide

installations  as  shown  in  figure  3.   The  SAM  is  the  portion  of  the  market  where  the  TCOs  of  RE-HFCS

installations is lower than DG based back-up generators and therefore  this technology has the potential to

compete and replace DGs. Other aspect such as emerging environmental regulations, incentives are not

considered in this study.

SAM is defined in total number of installation as well as in currency (Euro) without considering the effects of

inflation/deflation (constant values).

PEMBeyond Energy System (RE-HFCS) is almost competitive to reach the market demand in all the

continents,  as explained in the following Figures  (that compare Total Available Market to Served Available

market).
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Figure 6-7  -RE-HFCS SAM compared with world-totals

The most favorable contest is where off-grid installations (SAT/TAM could be up to 96%). Off-grid Telecom

Tower are well diffused in Africa, India and several countries of Asia. In this continent, the share of potential

market penetration for off-grid is near 99%. Similar penetration ratio in off-grid is in other continents.

Extended runtime in combination with RES primary power source are ideal applications of RE-HFCS.

The graph below shows the market penetration for both grid-tie and off-grid contest.
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Figure 8 Market Penetration for continents

Finally the figure below provides the actual Cost of Energy by continent with the power source configurations

based on the combination of electric grid, diesel generators and Lead Acid battery.

The Actual Cost of Energy are compared with the Pemebeyond Fuel Cell Technologies (green-bar; 0,34

Euro/kWh) under the target costs scenario (4.700 Euro/kW installed @>500 units & 5 kW) which is below the

worldwide average (0,36 Euro/kWh) in quasi off-grid contests (90 days of power outage).
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Figure 9- Cost of Energy a configuration based on the combination of electric grid, diesel generators and Lead Acid battery.

Estimated average cost of energy is 0,69 Euro/kWh.

Telecom tower operators currently use diesel generators, batteries, and a variety of power management

equipment to address the demand-supply gap. The resulting energy costs alone account for 25 percent of

the total network operating costs1, affecting the profitability of the operators.

6.1 Africa

Africa is one of the fastest growing regions in the world, with a forecast real GDP annual growth rate to 2017

of 5.5%. Over the next decade c.100M more people are expected to join the African middle class. African

mobile telecoms have witnessed massive growth over the last decade; CAGR reached 42% during 2006-08

and 21% 2009-11. This rapid uptake has been mainly driven by mobile services being a core life enabler to all

user segments, favorable macroeconomic factors flowing to higher consumption, licensing opportunities and

improved regulatory environment.

 African telecommunications growth has positively impacted incomes across the continent: in Sub-Sahara

Africa, mobile revenues reached $35bn in 2011 representing GDP contribution of approximately 3%.
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According to the result of a simulation based on the “standard scenario“ (power size of the energy systems

equivalent to 5kW of all the countries and 2 hours runtime of backup), the Telecom Tower units installed on

2014 in Africa are 135.000; the estimated units on 2020 amounts  to 143.000.

The Total Available Market on 2014 amounts to 20,6 Billion of Euro (including Capex, O&M Costs of 3 years).

The Potential Served Available Market amount to 20,4 Billion of Euro (including Capex, O&M Costs of 3 years)

corresponding to the 99% of TAM.

      The estimated NPC (Net Present Costs) concerning 3 years runtime, amounts to 100.012 Euro; the

 estimated average cost of energy is 0,76 Euro/kWh.

6.2 Asia

Interrupted power supply, lack of power infrastructure and grid connectivity in many Asian countries has

become major  challenge for  telecom operators  to  power their  tower infrastructure.  On account  of  these

factors  operators  have  to  reply  on  alternatives  to  power  their  telecom  sites.  Presently,  in  many  Asian

countries, diesel generators and hybrid (diesel generators-batteries) powering solutions are primarily used.

Growing subscriber base, increased competition, adoption and penetration of new technologies such as 3G

and 4G is expected to put enormous pressure on operators to sustain service quality levels and expand their

networks by keeping check over carbon emission levels. Spanning of network across Asian continent has

considerably raised the demand for telecom tower power systems, which has spurred innovations and launch

of green power solutions such as solar, wind, fuel cell, or others supported by either with battery or diesel

back-up (predominantly by battery in most of the incidences).

According to 6Wresearch, Asia’s Telecom Tower Power Systems Market is projected to cross billion dollar

mark by 2019, growing at a CAGR of 12.3% during 2014-19. Predominantly majority of the telecom towers in

Asia are unreliable meaning partly supported by grid and partly by diesel power back-up.

 The drivers for telecom power systems include growing mobile subscriber base, faster growth of urban

population, inconsistent networked readiness index, and investments in telecom infrastructure. Latest trends

in Asian telecom market are growing penetration of 3G and introduction of 4G in developed economies,

passive infrastructure sharing, and adoption of green or energy efficient power solutions. Restraints in the

market are identified as carbon emissions and high capital or associated costs.

   Apart from India and China, high development activities in telecom sector are witnessed in South-Eastern

region, especially in countries such as Laos, Vietnam, Myanmar, Cambodia, Indonesia and Philippines, due to

growing mobile penetration, subscriber base, addition of telecom towers, improving economic conditions

and urbanization trend. In South-Eastern countries, unreliable and off-grid telecom sites have increased
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significantly due to deployment of telecom towers in rural areas, which is driving the market for telecom

tower power solutions in Asian region.

According to the simulation based on the “ standard scenario “ (power size of the energy systems equivalent

to 5kW of all the countries and 2 hours runtime of backup), the Telecom Tower units installed on 2014  in

Asia are  2.450.000; the estimated units on 2020 amounts  to 2.622.000.

The Total Available Market on 2014 amounts to 179 Billion of Euro (including Capex, O&M Costs in the period

2014-2016). The Potential Served Available Market amounts to 134 Billion of Euro (including Capex, O&M

Costs of 3 years) corresponding to the 75% of TAM.

The estimated NPC (Net Present Costs) concerning 3 years runtime, amounts to 96.484 Euro; the estimated

average cost of energy is 0,76 Euro/kWh.

6.3 South America

According to the simulation based on the “ standard scenario “ (power size of the energy systems equivalent

to 5kW of all the countries and 2 hours runtime of backup), the Telecom Tower units installed on 2014  in

Asia are  565.000; the estimated units on 2020 amounts  to 600.500.

The Total Available Market on 2014 amounts to 23,4 Billion of Euro (including Capex, O&M Costs in the period

2014-2016). The Potential Served Available Market amounts to 1,35 Billion of Euro (including Capex, O&M

Costs of 3 years) corresponding to the 6 % of TAM.

The estimated NPC (Net Present Costs) concerning 3 years runtime, amounts to 84.856 Euro; the estimated

average cost of energy is 0,65 Euro/kWh.

6.4 North America

     According to the simulation based on the “ standard scenario “ (power size of the energy systems equivalent

to 5kW of all the countries and 2 hours runtime of backup), the Telecom Tower units installed on 2014  in

Asia are  706.946; the estimated units on 2020 amounts  to 744.839.

 The Total Available Market on 2014 amounts to 23,17 Billion of Euro (including Capex, O&M Costs in the

period 2014-2016). The Potential Served Available Market amounts to 12,95 Million of Euro (including Capex,

O&M Costs of 3 years) corresponding to the 0,1 % of TAM.

 The estimated NPC (Net Present Costs) concerning 3 years runtime, amounts to 89.498 Euro;    the estimated

average cost of energy is 0,68 Euro/kWh.
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6.5 Oceania

According to the simulation based on the “ standard scenario “ (power size of the energy systems

equivalent to 5kW of all the countries and 2 hours runtime of backup), the Telecom Tower units installed

on 2014  in Asia are  62.314; the estimated units on 2020 amounts  to 67.237.The Total Available Market on

2014 amounts to 2, 9 Billion of Euro (including Capex, O&M Costs in the period 2014-2016). The Potential

Served Available Market amounts to 0,35 Billion of Euro (including Capex, O&M Costs of 3 years)

corresponding to the 12% of TAM.

     The estimated NPC (Net Present Costs) concerning 3 years runtime, amounts to 96.289 Euro; the

estimated average cost of energy is 0,73 Euro/kWh.

7. Conclusions

These first results highlight the value proposition of PEMBeyond Fuel Cell system Technology. We can  in fact

address a significant portion of the market (35% of Market size can be served) with a clean and safe power

generation technology especially  in emerging market area where Diesel Generators in combination with

Lead Acid are currently predominant power solutions.

We have identified a huge amount of installation of telecom tower infrastructures worldwide. A relevant

portion are located in developing countries in Africa and Asia where the electric grid is not completely

available.

We have also found out that to tackle the demand of energy for Telecom Tower and its growth in next future

(2020) a new approaches is necessary: cost of energy and reduction of environmental impacts should not be

in contrast and PEMBeyond Fuel Cell Technology could be the choice to meet this challenge.

Therefore OPEX costs are key factors to keep under control during the prosecution of project, due to the

stringent requirements and the maturity of fuel cell technology.

The Techno-Economic analysis will be systematically conducted to validate the technologies’ choice and
verify their impact from an economical prospective in order to successfully fostering the diffusion of
PEMBeyond technology.
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